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INTRODUCTION 
Many of the soils in Hawaii which a ,·e utilized for 
agricultural purposes are chara cterized by a high manganese 
content. This high manganese content is particularly marked 
in the red residual soils which comprise a maj or po.~·tion of' 
Hawaiian soils. Vost of these soils have a total manganese 
content ranging trom l to 4 percent. which is cons idered 
extremely high. Wilcox and ~elley (43) 1 in their work with 
manganiterous soils gaTe analyses ranging f'rom as high as 
4.43 to 9.74 percent Xn304. While it is true that the total 
analysis of manganese in the soil is not a meaaure of availa­
bility to plants. it is generally accepted that a certa in 
portion of the total is ~)otentially available and may play 
a role in the nutrition of plants. If it i s remembered that 
a total manganese content of grea t er than 0 . 25 percent is 
cons idered high in the United States, then the magnitude 
of the manganese pr oblem in Hawaii becomes a oparent. 
Many of the crops grown· in Hawaii apparently are not 
affected by the high manganese content in t he soil. Sugar 
cane. the majbr crop of Hawaii. and gr a sses in general s e em 
to thrive on these soils and do not sea..-n to be affected in 
any adverse manner. The growers of pineappl e , however , 
experienced some difficulties with t he manganese pro11lem . 
When pineappl es were grown on th e highly manganiferous soils, 
1. Figures in parenth e s i s refer to "Li teratur e Cited ." 
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the yields were low and the gener 1 a "'pearance of the plants 
was poor. The earlier investigators believed that the high 
conc entra tion of manganese in the soil was toxic to the groTi th 
ot pineapples. Accord1n~ to johnson (16) the probla~ is not 
a. direct manganese toxicity. but more a manganese induced 
iron deficiency. which brought about a chloroeia of the pine­
a pple plant. This problem has been solved by t he periodic 
a-praying of the p ineapple pl ants with iron. sulfate ·solution. 
llfo rel')Ort on the eff ects of excess l.!langanese on the growth 
ot other cropa 1ft Hawaii has been published. However. some 
o~ the workers at the Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station 
haTe indicated (personal discusst.on) tha t manganese may be 
toxic to the growth or may 11a 1 t the growth of many agricul­
tural truck crops. It has also been the e.xperience of t he 
wrlter to encounter diffieulties in tl1e g rowing ,y£ legumes 
and other crops in the manganif"erous soils . 
Although a number of workers have investiga t ed and 
analyzed the total and available (ac id and v.rate r s oluble) 
manganese in soils. ver.v 11 ttl e work has been done on how
• 
to control or inf'luence t h e availab l e manp:anese in Lm-.aiian 
soils. In this s t udy an attempt will be .ma.de to deterr.iine
-
the soil treatments a nd soil conditions which would make 
manganese either more avai l able or less available ... In 
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the aim of controlling or at l east influencing the ava ilability 
of manganese in the soil. 
HISTORICAL REVIEW 
In recent years much work has been done by a number of 
workers to determine whether manganese is an essential ele­
ment in the nutrition of plants. Each investigator has added 
to the knowledge and understanding of the role of manganese 
in plant nutrition. Jluch evidence has been presented show­
ing that manganese plays an essential part in the me t abolism 
of plants. Today manganese is universally accepted as 
necessary for the growth of plants. A sum.'118.ry of the works 
of!' the numero~s investigators in establishing the necessity 
of man.9::anese in plant nutrition will not be given since a 
number of summaries (37, 29) are available wh!ch cover the 
subject much more comp~ehensively .and adequately than can 
be accomplished in this study . 
Although it has been definitely established that man­
ganese is an essential element in the nutrition of plants, 
many workers have shown that manganese when present in large 
amounts in the available form can be toxic to t he growth of 
plants. A brier review of this phas e of the manganese 
investigation will be given since no review is av a ilable, 
, and since manganese excess is one of t he s oil problems in 
Hawaii. 
In 1909 , Kelley (17} reported tha t s ome of t he pine­
apple soils of Hawaii conta in black spo ts on which pi nea :-iples 
turn yellow and do not grow successfully. He attributed the 
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poor growth of pineapoles to t he high amounts of manganese 
in the black spots. Later in 1912, Wilcox and Kelley (43) 
described the physiological difficulties in the pineapple 
plants arising from an excess of manganese in the soil. They 
state. •The moat conspicuous effect of manganese on this plant 
is seen in the bleaching of the chlorophyll which first begins 
to fade, the chloroplasts lose their organized structure, _and 
later the color dis.appears al together.• These workers, 
however,, were not able at that time to offer any corrective 
measures f'or the manganif'erous soils. 
In 1916 Johnson (15) showed that the toxic ef'fect of' 
manganese was actually a reduction in the assimilation of 
iron caused by an excess of manganese. He also showed that 
when plants growing on manganiferoua. soils were sprayed with 
ferrous sulfate solution, the plants grew normally. Eight 
years later, after further experimentation, Johnson (16) 
was able to confirm his findings with more experimental data. 
He came to the conclusion that manganese toxicity is actually 
a depression in the assimila tion of iron in the plant. 
J'unchees (4) in his studies on nitrification in 1918 
described a peculiar occurrence that took place when dried 
blood was applied to the soil in t he autumn and covered with 
a mulch during the winter. When the mulch was removed in 
the spring a brown crus t had formed. Upon analyaia this 
brown crust showed u high concentra tion of soluble manganese. 
Plants grown on this brown crust becarne sickly and soon died. 
Funchess attributed the infertility of th i s soil to the 
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presence of manganese in the soil solution, r a ther than to 
toxic organic bodies. A year later, Funchess (5') was able 
to present more eonfirma t.ory evidence supnorting his previous 
findings; however, he was of the opinion that actual acidity 
as well as soluble manganese in the soil solution, was 
responsible for the toxicity found in soils fertilized with 
dr-ied blood. 
_ I .n the tobacco investigations that .Tacobson and Swanback 
(13) conducted, they showed that excessive amounts ot manga­
nese were responsible for some of the difficulties encountered 
in the growing of tobacco. In another study .Tacobson and 
Swanback (14) reported that with increased acidity of the 
eoil, the plant intake of manganese was increased. Bortner 
(2) in his work with Turkish tobacco in Kentucky noted a 
ehlorotie condition in tobacco. Ha attributed this chloro­
tic condition to an excess of manganese in t he soil. McCool 
(27) showed that if l a rge a.mount s of manganese were applied 
to the soil or if the soil was steam-heated, plants grown 
on these soils developed chlorotie symptoms. He demonstra t ed 
that steam-heating of soil released large amounts of ava il­
able ·manganese. In the work a t Connecticut, Lecompte (19) 
reported that •black lea f tobacco• may be caus ed by high 
amounts of manganese. 
More recently, Somer s a nd Shive (39 ) in t heir work with 
soybean reported t hat symp toms of iron toxicity corres ~onded 
to thos e of manganese def i ci ency , a nd syr1p toms of mun r~an ese 
toxicity corre sponded to thos e of i r on defici ency. They 
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proposed that when there is an excess of manganese, the plant 
apparently euffera from iron deficiency, and vice versa. 
,.. 
·o·. 
They concluded that it is the ratio of iron and manganese in 
·.'::. 
the plant and in the external medium that is of ,prime impor­
tance and not the absolute concentrations~-within certain 
lim.its--of iron and manganese. Hopkins. et al. (12) con­
firm the findings of Somers and Shive (39). They also state 
th.at manganese toxicity exists in Puerto Rico. and that 
chlorosis, necrosis. sunscald, and decreased growth are 
associa ted with excess manganese. 
The works of these investigators indicate conclusively 
that manganese is an essential element in plant nutrition. 
and also that manganese. when present in large amounts, may 
be toxic to the growth of plants. In areas where manganese 
is deficient in the soil, the problem can be solved either 
by making the manganese more available. or by the relatively 
simple procedur e of applying soluble manganese compounds to 
the soil or to the plant. In Hawaii the problem is an excess 
of manganese in the soil, which is a problem t hat cannot be 
readily solved. For the solution of this problem an under-
~~ standing of the behavior of manganese in t he soil under 
;,i 
~~ 
.. va rying soil conditions is necessary. A number of workersi:.. 
·~-
I 
have studied va rious phase~ of this problem, and a brief 
review of this subject will be given. 
In 1913, Kelley and McGeorge (18} showed t ha t hea ting 
the soil a t 100°c. and 250°c. increased the water soluble 
manganese in the soil. Funchess (4) in 1918 showed t hat 
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dried blood applied to the soil increas ed t he soluble manganese 
in the soil. He further showed that liming seemed to c ounter­
act the toxic effect of excess manganese. McHargue (28) in 
his work with acid and neutral soils showed tha t manganese 
when a .:-plied to acid soils was toxic, but when a:,plied to 
neutral soils was beneficial. He showed that lime tended to 
neutralize the toxic .effect of excess manganese.. Gilbert", 
et~. (9) reported that liming heavily with calcium or 
magnesium carbonate caused a chloroais tQ appear in the crops. 
They attributed .this ohlorosia to manganese deficiency. 
Lee .and McHa.rgue (20}. working with a disease of sugar 
cane called •Pahala Blight" on a soil from the Island of 
Hawaii, showed that this disease, which r esulted in a 
chloroeis of the plant, was actually caused by a deficiency 
of manganese. They also indicated t hat this disease occurred 
only on neutra l and alkaline soils. Willis (45) in hi s work 
with the Coastal Plain soils also reported that liming 
caused the plants to show symptoms of manganese deficiency . 
He also stated tha t heavy applica tions of calcium phospha te . 
can bring about manga nese deficiency. In the analytical work 
conducted in the laboratory,. Mann (25') was able to show tha t 
liming decreased the solubility of manganese in t he soil. 
He was also successful in showing t hat t here was pos itive 
correlation between his l abor a tory fi.ndi ngs and crop work 
in the fi eld. Snider (38) reported that liming reduc ed the 
availability of manganese. He further reported t ri..at su"9er­
phosphate and r ock phospha t e increased t he upt ake of m:incanese 
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by plants. In work in the greenhouse, Albrecht and Smith 
(I) demonstrated that when lime was mixed throughout the soil' 
in pots, the uptake of manganese by plants was decreased; 
hmreTer, .when the lime was applied only on the aurfaoe por­
tion of the soil, the manganese uptake by plants was 
increased~ They aleo showed tha t phosphorus when applied 
to the soil increased the uptake of· manganese. 
·· Piper ( 34) in 1931. a:f'ter a thorough investigation o:f' 
manganese in the soil, presented a number o'f observa tions 
an4-conclus1ons. which have c ontributed greatly ' to the . 
·uad.eritanding of the manganese problem in soils. He showed 
,. 
\hat when soils were water-logged, manganese was r eleased. 
He further showed that when soils were stored at 45 percent 
water saturation no soluble man~anese was present, but when 
aoile were stored a\ 90 percent water saturation manganese 
was r e leased. When 0.25 percent dextro s e was added to the 
soil and saturated with water, greater amount s of manganese 
were released. He demonstrated t ha t with increasing pH, 
the amount of manganese absorbed by Algerian oats was de­
creased. He showed that when Algerian oa ts grown on a lkaline 
soils were watered to 45, 60, and 75 percent water sa t ur a tion, 
the plants suffered from manganese deficiency. However, 
when the plants were watered to 90 percent water s a turation 
the plants grew norm.a lly. 
Conner (3) in 1932 showed t ha t addi tion of hydrochlor ic 
acid or a cid residua l fertili ze r s (a~~onium nitrate. am..~onium· 
sulfa te, urea , etc .) mad e man ~·a nes e more a va ilable. He 
showed that ba sic soi l a dd i tions or ba s ic r es i dua l 
."'-• 
·.''.f· 
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fertilizers (sodium nitrate, calcium carbonate. etc.) 
decreased the availability of manganese. Conner also demon• 
strated that s team-heating of soils made manganese mo r e 
available. McCool (27) found tha t water-soluble manganese 
was lowest in th~ spring and after heavy precipitation in 
· the autumn, The maximum amounts of manganese were found 
near the surface in August and .in the soils that contained · 
decaying sod. Tempera ture was listed by UcCool as one of 
the reason~ for the changes in the manganese level. He 
found that water-logging~ steam-heating, and addition of 
acid residual fertilizers increased the amount of water­
soluble manganese. Addition of l1me in his work reduced 
the amount of manganese. 
Steenbj erg (40) added quinone. quinhydrone. sodium 
sulphite. metol (agfa). formaldehyde• and potato starch to 
soils. and found that these treatments gave partial or 
complete cont rol of manganese deficiency. Water-logging 
and addition ~f saccharose, when done s eparately, failed to 
alleviate manganese deficiency, but when the two treatr:ients 
were dohe simultaneously c ontrol of manganese deficiency was 
effected. Harmer (10)~ in hi s work with unproductive organic 
soils. showed that mqnganese deficiency caused by ca lcium 
and ~ther minera l s can be corrected by applications of sulfur 
or manganous sulfa te or both. Wain, tl !ll.• (41) presented 
data showing tha t water-logging a nd s t eam- sterilization 
increased the amount of manganese extracted by ammonium 
acetate s ol uti on. 
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Sherman, et £1. (36) conducted some work on the 
influence of halides on the oxida tion of man ganese in soils. 
They showed t h a t iod i des ret ~l rded t h e oxida tion of manganese 
in alkaline soils, and t hat in acid soils manganese was 
reduced chemically with the liberation of iodine . Fluorides 
increased the capacity of the soil to oxidize manganese. 
Bromides increased t he oxidation of rnanganese in a lka line 
soils, but their action in acid s oils was uncertain. Light .~ 
applications of chlorides had no effect on the manganese. 
Heavy a pplications increased the exchangeable manganese. 
Recently in Hawaii, Fujimoto and Sherman (6) showed 
that drying, heating, and steam-sterilization increased the 
exchangeable manganese in Hawai ian soils to an extraordinar i ly 
high degree. They also showed tha t wetting the soil to 
approxima tely the moistur e con t ent at maximum field ca?a-
city reduced t he exchangeable manganese. They suggested 
that the fixation and r 8lease of manganese may take pla c e 
by the hydration or dehydra tion of a compl ex , hydrated 
manganese oxide of the following tyne a 
The postulate contends that when the water of hydration is 
split off, the rest of the molecule becomes unstable, thus 
creating the condi tions for the solut ion of a certa in 
portion of t he or i ginal mo l ecul e , f; pecifically the manganous 
oxide. They augges t a lso t }v:~t t h i s hy dra tion and dehydrati on 
mechanism ma.y be a r evers ibl e nrocess . 
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The discussion · of the behavior of man~aneae in soils 
thus far has been confined to the chemical and agronomic 
aspects-. There is another group of investigators who feel 
. that microbiological activity in the soil plays a major role 
in the availability of manganese in the soil. 
Gerretaen (?) in 1935' showed that sterilization of 
manga.nese deficient soils with formalin corrected the 
deficiency. Reinfection of the sterilized soil with un­
sterilized soil caused the reappearance of' the deficiency 
symptoms in their original intensity. He concluded that 
bacteria precipitated manganese as the dioxide and made the 
soil deficient in mane:anese. Later, Gerretaen (8) isolated 
the bacteria by a technique he developed. In 1940, Leeper 
and Swaby (22) used Gerreteen•e method of biological oxida­
tion of man~nese, and found tha t the oxidation could t ake 
place in the pH limits of 4.8 to 8.9; whereas, Gerrets en 
stated that the biological activity takes place only be t ween 
the pH limits o:f 6.3 to 7.8 with maximum at pH 7. 
MacLachlan (24) duplica t ed the technique of Gerretsen 
for the isola tion of manganese-pr ecipita ting bacter ia. He 
was successful in isolating the bacteria. a nd identified 
the bacteria as gram negative medium-sized rods. Yann and 
Quaatel (26) concluded tha t since such diverse cell pois ons 
ae chloretone , s odium iodo aceta te, and s odium a zide brour.:h t 
about a marked i nhibi tion in the r a te of forma tion of h i ghe r 
oxideo of manganese in soil, a l mos t a ll oxida tion in s oils 
is accomnlished 1,y biolo r: ica l means. 
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If the findings of all the workers cited in t his study 
on the behavior of manganese are compiled a nd classified, 
the following classification, based upon physical, chemical, 
and biological changes in the soil, seems to be the most 
logical. t 
l. Effect of physical changes 
a. Changes in tem'Perature 
l . . .Heating raleases manganese. 
2. Steam-sterilization releases manganese. 
b. Changes in water eatur~tion 
..
. . . ' . . l ' . Water-logging releases manganese. 
2. Wetting ()f soile . (but not water-logging) 
fixes manganese. 
3. Drying releases manganese. 
2. Etfeet of chemical changes 
a. Changes in pH 
1. Increase in pH fixes manganese. 
2. Reduction in pH releases manganese . 
3. Addition of acids and acid r esidual 
fertilizers r eleases manganese. 
4. Addition of a lkali and bas ic res idual 
fertilizers fixes manganese. 
5. Addition of sulfur releases manganese . 
b. Chan·.,.es in oxidation-reduction conditions 
1. Addition of reducing a gents (qu inone, 
quinhydrone. s odium sulphite , forma l de ­
hyde, starch , sugar, etc.) r eleases 
manganese. 
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c. Add it ion of ha l ides 
1. Addition of i odides r e l eases manganese . 
2 . Additi on of fluorides fixes rmn:-i;anese . 
3. Additi on of bromidtc'S fixes manc;anese 
in a l kaline soils . 
4 . Addition of chlorides releases man~ancse 
when applied in large amounts . 
d. Addition of phosphates 
1. Sometimes manganese i s fixed and some­
times released ( resul ts are confl icting) . 
3. Effec t of biological activity 
a. Bacteri a l activity fixes manganese . 
This classification of the r esults of i nvestigations 
may serve to give a clearer comprehension of the study of 
manranese behavior to datf' . I n this study some of the 
procedures of previous workers wil l be utilizBd and ot _1er 
lines of research ~ill be develo?ed. 
EXPERI L'Ji:~TTAL P:?OCEDUPE 
For the major part of this study , soil fron the Poamoho 
sub-station of the Hawaii Ar:~--·icultural E:iq>"'riment Stati on 
was used. This soil was used because of its hi~h man~anese 
content, which would make the changes in the r.1.:meanese level 
qui te eYident . At a l c.tcr sta,....e in t r·e e.xry, rimcntation 11 
soils from ~.Tanoa , Aiea, and Koko Head vmre used. The ·:rano'l 
soil was t~ken from n vegetable crop fie ld at t~e University 
of Hawaii. It is mediun in nn.nr,anese content . Tho Aiea £Oil 
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was ta.ken from a sugar cane field in Aiea . It is h i gh in 
ma.n~anese. The Koko Head soil wa s taken from a farm located 
at Koko Head. It is medium in ma.n "'anese content. 
The analytical method us ed in the determination of 
manganese was essentially the s ame as the colorimetric method 
of Willard and Greathouse (44), with modi f ica tions by Fujimoto 
and Sherman (6). The color of the manganese sol~tion was 
read with a photoelectric colorimeter with a green filter 
which had a transmission range of 500 to 570 millimicron 
wave length of light with maximum transmission at 530 milli­
micron. 
To determine the effects of the various soil treatments 
upon the availability of man2anes e , the s oils were initially 
treated with various substances, moistened to approximately 
the moistur e content at maximum field capacity, and allowed 
to s tand in the laboratory fo r t wo weeks. After the two 
week period had elapsed, the exchangeable manganese was 
extracted with normal ammonium acetate solution adjusted to 
pH 6.8. In the t r eatment s t hat fixation of manganes e ,nas 
expected, the s oils were initially oven-d r ied to increase 
the exchangeable manganese to a high level so tha t any 
decrease in the level of exchangeable manganese would be of 
~ greater magnitude t han would be expected if an unhea ted 
soil were used. In the treat ments tha t r elea se of manganes e 
was expected, unheated soil was used. 
Durinc the latter uart of t he investiga tion, it r:a.s 
cons idered des irable to obt a in some evidence of t he cheMical 
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or physical reactions of manganese in the soil. To do this, 
the soil was treated with a number of reducing agents, 
wetted to the moisture content at maximum field capacity, 
and extrac ted with ammonium acetate solution. Following 
this the extracted soil was oven-dried at 105°c. for twenty­
four hours and reextracted with ammonium acetate solution. 
This was done in order to see whe.ther the hydration-dehydra­
tion hypothesis of l'lljimoto and Sherman (6) could be verified · 
or confirmed. 
Most of the laboratory chemical treatments were also 
-
· duplicated in the greenhouse. The soils were given the 
Tarious treatments,. placed in pots, and cOWl)eas were grown 
in them. The equivalent of five hundred pounds per acre of 
fertilizer (7-14-14) . was added to each pot. Cowpea was used 
in this study because of its rapid growth and rela tively simple 
germination. After a short period of growth the plants were 
harvested• dried, and weighed. The dried plant parts were 
then ground and analyzed for t~ta.l manganese . Four cowpeas 
were grown in each pot, and each trea~~ent had four replicates. 
The yields are presented but no attempt to interpret the y ield 
data is made, for the sole purpose of the growing of the 
plants was to determine whether there was any correlation 
between plant uptake of manganese and laboratory findings 
of release or fixation of manganese. 
~ The description of t he proc edure given in this section 
is rather general. However, a more detailed description 
of the experimental procedure will be given °:herever ncc esGary . 
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The following soil treat,. ents were used in t h i s s tudy: 
1. Lime (CaC03) 
2. Dolomite (caeo3.ugeo )3
3. Sulfur (s) 
4. Organic matter (sugar, sugar cane, and 
pineapple leaves) 
5'. Reducing agents (hydroquinone. hydrazine 
sulfate, etc.) 
EXPERIUENT AL RESULTS 
-Effect ot lime (CaC03) and dolomite (caco3.MgC03) on the 
fixation of manganese in soils. 
In order to determine the effect of lime and dolomite 
on the fixation of manganese, the soil was heated a.t 1000c. 
for twenty-four hours and cooled . Incremental amounts of 
lime and dolomite ranging from no treatment up to thirty­
two tons per acre were applied. The soils were wetted and 
stored in the l aboratory for two weeks. Exchangeable 
manganese was extracted and determined. 'nle results for 
the lime treatment are shown in Table I, and the r esults 
for the dolomite treatment are shown in Table II. 
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Table I. The effect of rates of application of lime 
to Poamoho soil on the fixation of manganese 
Amount o'f 
lime per 
Exchangeable 
manganese 
Manganese fixed 
over check 
acre p,p,m, p.p.m. 
None 1605' 
----
500 lbs. 1576 29 
1000 lbs. 1461 144 
1 ton 1368 237 
2 tons 1195' 410 
4 tons 969 636 
8 tons 656 949 
16 tons 362 1233 
32 tone 148 1457 
Table II. The effec.t of rates of a pplica tion of dolomite 
to Poamoho soil on the fixa tion of manganese 
Amount ot 'Exchangeable !!anganes e fixed 
dolomite manganese over check 
Eer a2re n 1 n.m1 p.n,m. 
...... _..None 1659 
500 lbs. 165'9 0 
1000 lbs. 1678 -19 
1 ton 1670 -11 
2 tons 1678 -19 
4 tons 1596 63 
8 tons 1536 123 
16 tone 1376 283 
32 tons 1324 335 
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When lime is applied to the soil, exchangeable 
manganese decreases ra~idly with increasing applications 
of lime. Dolomite seems to have the same effect as lime, 
but its action is not as great as lime. The results for 
dolomite are a little erratic, but the general tendency 
seems to be toward decrease in exchangeable manganese with 
increase in dolomite application. The dolomite used in this 
study was very coarse. This coarseness may explain the weak 
action of dolomite in this study. The lime used in this 
study was commercially repreoipitated, "chemically pure" 
calcium carbona te. The lime was in a finely subdivided 
·stat.e. 
In the greenhouse work, lime and dolomite were applied 
in increasing amounts from no treatment to eight tons of 
lime or dolomite. Each .treatment had four replicates. 
Four covrpea seedlings were planted in each pot. The plants 
were grown for twenty days. and all t he above-ground parts 
were harvested. The plants were dried, weighed, and analyzed 
for total manganese. The r esults for the lime and dolomite 
treatments are given in Table III and rv. 
When lime or dolomite are a .)plied to the soil the 
uptake of' manganese by plants i s decreased. This r esult 
confirms the findings in t he soil analysis work. Generally, 
1 t seems that lime a nd dolomite a re jus t a s effec t i ve in 
reducing the uptake of manganese by pl ants . It i s interest­
ing to note tha t the first light anplica tion of five hundred 
pounds per acre of either lime or dolomite reduc es t h e uptake 
--
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Table III. The effect of rates of application of' lime 
to Poamoho soil on the yield and manganese 
content of cov:peas. 
Tons lime Average yield . Jlanganese Decrease in manganese 
per acre of' four repli- content uptake as compared to 
gates, grams p.p,m, eh§els, p,~n,m., 
o.o 
0.5 
1.0 
2.0 
4.0 
s.o 
2.; 1110 
---
1.4 665' 445 
2.8 ;30 ;so 
2.1 42S 685 
2.0 2;; a;; 
2.2 265 84; 
Table· IV. The effect o'f' rates of a-pplioation of" dolomite 
to Poamoho soil on the yield a nd manganese 
content of cowpeas. 
Tona dolo-
mite -per 
acre 
o.o 
0.5 
1.0 
2.0 
4.0 
B.o 
Average yield Manganese Decrease in manganese 
of' f'our repli- content up take as compared to 
cates. vams RePnm, checkg p,p.m, 
2.5 1210 
3.2 55'5 655 
3.4 650 560 
2.9 605 605 
2.2 330 880 
2.6 210 1000 
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of manganese tremendously. With further increase in 
application, the manganese uptake is reduced gradually. 
E!tect of sulfur on the release of manganese in soils 
Sulfur was adde~ to the Poamoho soil in ·1ncreasing 
amounts from none to four tons per acre. The soil was 
moistened, and was allowed to stand in the labora~ory for 
two weeks. The exchangeable baees were extracted from the 
soil, and manganese was determined in the extract. The 
results f'rom this a\udy are presented in Table v. 
Table v. The effect of rates of aµplication of eultur 
to Poamoho soil on the release of manganese 
Sulfur 
tons per 
Exchangeable 
manganese 
Manganese released 
over check 
acre p,p,m, p,n.m, 
o.o 7.8 
o., 12.4 4.6 
1.0 16.2 8.4 
2.0 29.1 21.3 
4.0 39.9 32.1 
The r esults show tha t when sulfur i s added to s oils, 
manganese i s released or made mor e ava ilabl e . Thi s study 
was also extended to greenhous e wor k. The resul t s a re 
shown in Table VI. 
Al though the increase in exchangeable manganese ',y the 
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application of sulfur as shown in Table Vis not marked• 
the increase in plant uptake of manganese by the addition 
of sulfur to the soil is surprisingly great. In both the 
laboratory study and the greenhouse work. the level of 
manganese is increased by the addition of sulfur to the 
soil. 
'!'able VI. The ef':fect of rates of" application of sulfur 
to Poamoho soil on the yield and manganese 
content of eowpeaa 
Sulf'Ur ATerage y{eld Gnganese Increase In manga• 
tom, per of'· four repl1-. content . nese uptake oTer 
agrSl cstSHh 2rams JZ121m1 cl\Jreck. p,p,m, 
o.o 3.3 1320 -.--... 
o.; 2 .• 6 2620 1300 
1.0 2 .• 2 3250 1930 
2.0 2.3 6940 5'620 
4.0 1 .. 6 9000 7680 
8.o 1 .• 4 9000 7680 
Effect of organic matter on the r eleaae of manganese in soils 
Organic matter as used in this study does not refer 
to the active soil organic matter or humus which some 
workers have characterized as a protein-lignin complex. or 
others as black-pigments of soils . The t er m or ganic matter 
as used in this ~tudi refers to any Ol' '1:an io substa nce. 
mixtures of substan ces , or plant parts . The organic matt er 
u s ed in thi s s tudy is characterized by a high car bon-
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nitrogen r a tio, which when placed in soils would increase 
the biological activity in the soil. 
Sugar (sucrose). ground pineapple l eaves. and ground 
sugar cane leaves were used in this s tudy. Sugar. since 
it contains no nitrogen, has a carbon-nitrogen ratio of 
positive infinity. Pineapple and sugar cane leaves have 
a Tery high carbon-nitrogen ratio. Sugar was added to the 
soil in incremental amounts, and the soil was moistened 
and allowed to stand in the la.boratory .for one week. The 
results after analysis are shown 1n Table VII.. Pineapp.le 
- .. 
leaves and sugar cane leaves were. added to· the soil and 
. - . 
were given the same treatments. The soils were sampled 
at intervals and manganese analyses were performed. The. 
amounts of pineapple and sugar cane leaves applied to the 
soil were extremely high in some cases. This was done be­
caus e the plant residues left in the field after certain 
crops are harvested are high. In the case of pineapples, 
it has been es timated by s ome workers that the above-ground 
residual ~arts may be as h igh as two hundred tons per acre. 
Table VIII gives the results o~ the pineapple leaves 
application, and Table IX gives the results of t he sugar 
cane le ves ap~lication. 
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Table VII. The et'fec.t or rates or application of' 
sugar to Poamoho soil on the release 
of manganese 
Toms sugar · ~ &cliane;eaiile· ilang~neee released 
per acre manganese OTer check 
Jhl?1m1 l!121m1 
"4- ,' 
..._.._ 
) 
o.o ;.1 
o.; 6.1 1.0 
1.0 6;3 1.2 
2.0 7.3 2.2 
4.0 13;.9 130.8 
8.o 118.6 113.5 
16.0 466.7 461.6 
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'!'able VIII. The effect of rates of ap1)11cat1on 
of pineapple leaves to Poamoho soil on 
the release or manganese 
Pineapple
leaTes 
ixchangeab1e manganese. 
21ri1 J!!r m&J.Ji&ou 
tons per 
1,1:1 1a1i amx :zam.. 
,_ .. 
i2~ av 
0 37.8 16.6 . 6.; 
' ) 
1 4J.O 22.; 7.3 
2 ;1.7 3;.7 7.3 
4 73.7 5'3.6 5'4.8 
8 119.3 164.8 1828.6 
16 203.1 1,2.2 192.8 
32 307.1 1936.0 2801.3 
64 437.6 2596.2 3078.3 
128 586.7 3526.5 3593.8 
256 765.1 924.9 3102.9 
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Table IX. The e1'fect of rates of applica tion ot 
sugar cane leaves to .Poamoho soil on 
the release of manganese 
·8™.oane Exchange,a'ble manganese • . 
leaTes tons ».!J:i! . Mr m&!Usm= 
.,-· tper acre . ,., 
lii! da;:r: z~ ax 12ill aat 
.. 
() 38~., · 30.4 ~' 3 •.7 . 
~- 'f 
_;;JI; I ; . ~ .,.. if. tll • ... . •P 1t •• 
1 40.6 3-1..6 · 6:~7 
" " 
' 
2 46.8 47.3 18.3 
4 52.8 a;.3 19.3 
8 59.0 811.2 308.6 
16 112.9 114.4 78.0 
32 165'.5' 217.7 445.8 
64 349.l 951.3 2853.3 
128 415'.0 1507.1 4693.3 
256 5;0.9 666.7 3342.2 
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Table VII, VIII, and IX clearly show t ha t with 
increasing a pplications of sugar, pineapple leaves, or 
sugar cane leaves, the level of exchangeable manganese 
gradually increases. With the pineapple a nd sugar cane 
leaves three separate determinations were performed at 
• 
different intervals of time. It i s seen that the release 
• ;I 
of manganese takes place very rapidly, for the release of 
manganeae is evident after twenty-four hours. With further 
standing, the level of exchangeable manganese increases to 
extremely high levels in the higher applications of 
~ orgaiito:'ilatter. In the lower treatments ot pinea1>ple and 
~."S, • ':'. -"'; t 
sugar eane leaves. the .level of exchangeable manganese 
increases and then gradually decreases. The same behavior 
would probably be true ·ror the higher a pplications, if the 
experiments were carried out for longer periods; 
Table X shows t he amount of manganese u-ptake by cow­
peas when sugar cane leaves were added to the s oil. This 
experiment was carried .out in a manner similar to the pre­
vious pot experiments. 
Sugar cane leaTes when added to soils increase the 
manganese uptake by eoWl)eas. It seems logicat to assume 
that pineapple leaves and sugar would have the same effec t 
on manganese uptake by plants as sugar cane leaves; t here-
fore, no pot experiments were nerformed for both pinea~ple 
leaves and sugar. 
..-~ 
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Table x. The eftect o~ rates ot applica tion. of 
sugar cane leaves to Poamoho soil on 
the yield and manganese content of 
cowpeaa 
Sugar cane Average yieid ot ilaiiganese Increase in manga­
leaYea_ tons , ~Om" ~eplic.ates content.. nese u-ptake over 
per acre : grams p,p,m, check, n.p.m. 
0 2.; 960 
1 2.2 1240 280 
2 2.; 1150 190 
4 2.3 1260 300 
8 1.8 1625 665 
16 1.; 155'0 590 
32 1.; 1800 840 
64 1.0 3130 2170 
; ..~·. 
f;tt: 
:..;."'J.".. 
~ i"'? 
~;~f 
t.t.a%!i 
H 
--· ........_ ·-fi!-.' 
!\ " 
~-~ 28 ~ 
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Effect of reducing agents 
" 
The soil treatments up to this point were t hose that 
are normally used 1n agricultu:ral -practices. It e0ems 
necessary to us e oth t:? 'f' trea tments t hat are not ordinarily 
u sed in agrieultu~al pr actices and some tha t are agricul-
turally not feasible, for the :further understanding of' the 
manganese question. In this s eries of experiments various 
reducing agents were used.. The reducing agents included 
. hydroquinone, stannous chloride, formaldehyde, hydrazine 
sulfate·, and potaseiwn. iodide. P1.neapple leaves were also 
lneluded in this study, because the aetual action of' any 
organic matter with a high carbon-nitrogen ratio i ~ one 
or reduction. 
The soils were treated with the various reducing agents , 
moistened to anµroxima tely the moistur e con.tent a t l!k'lxi mu."11 
field ca.pac1ty 9 and s tored for t hree weeks . The soils 
were mixed at intervals. and water was added a t intervals 
to maintain the initial moisture content. The exc:hangeable 
manganese in the soil was extracted with i3.."lL"ilOlli lliil a c etate 
solution and analyzed. The extraeted soil was then pl ·1ced 
in the oven and he~ted at 10,0o. for twenty-f'our hours. 
Following this 9 the soil was a.gai n extracted with ar-n.."!l.onium 
. 
acetate solution. The sec "1nd extraction w· s a lso ana lyzed 
for m'.lnganese. The s econd extraction Rft er h Patin~ ;-.iaa 
performed to determine uhether there would be any increase 
in the hyrlrn. t ed f orms of rm:mg inese oxide t :1.n t 2i'uj i moto and 
i 
on f'our dif'f'erent soils. The soils used were t he Poamoho 
soil. the Aiea soil, the Koko Head soil, and t ha ltanoa IJOll . 
One hundred grams of' eoil were used in each t r eatment. 1fho 
results are given in Tables XI, XII, XIII , an.d XIV. 
It ls seen in all f'our soils that t ne additi on of 4 
reducing agent increased the amount of exchangeable 
manganese. Increase in the hydrated f'orm takes pl ace in 
every trea.tm:mt in e,very soil, except in one treatment tn 
the Poamoho ·eo11. There is an increas e i n the total ......Ii
_,,!Tl.trtt
' 
of' marigaaeee extracte·d by the addition ot reducing agent,,, , 
.. 
Table XI. Effect of reducing agents on soil ·manganese (Poamoho Soil) 
•· Exchangeable Exchangeable Total luorease in Increase in Increase in 
Treatment manganese Mn after extracted exchangeable 1*drated total Mn ex­
heating* manganese lln over chect form tracted over 
p.p,m, .P,P,m, p.n,m, cheok, p,n, m, 
None 
0.5 gm. Hydro­
quinone 
0.5 gm. Stan­
nous Chloride 
0.5 gm. Formal­
dehyde 
0.5 gm. Hydra­
zine Sulfate 
0.5 gm. Potas­
sium Iodide 
10 gm. Pine­
apple Leaves 
11.0 2794.1 ,280;.1 
-- -- --
1806.2 1795.2 23'57. 7 
2945.7 3212.4 151.6 
2936.8 
2621.8 3178.0 
2882.4 446.8 88.3 535.1 
2019.• 2 .... ,, ~008, 2 · 3079.5 
* Thie i s considered as the hydrated form which has become unstable with heating. 
Table XII. Effect of reducing agente on 1011' manganese (Alea Soll) 
Treatment 
Exchangeable 
manganese 
P,n,m, 
Exchangeable 
?ln after 
heating* 
p,p,m, 
Total 
extracted 
manganese 
R•P:m, 
fnareaee in 
exchangeable 
Kn OTer oheok 
p,Pem9 
Increase In 
hydrated 
form 
R•P,m, 
Increase in 
total Mn ex-
tracted over 
oheqk, p,p,m. 
None 4.1 ,22.7 ;26.8 
--
•• 
--
0 . 2 gm. 
quinone 
Hydro-
22;.8 727.7 953.5 221.7 20;.o 426.7 
0.5 gm. Stan-
nous Chloride 9.7 648.4 658.1 ;.6 12;.7 131.3 
0.5 gm . 
dehyde 
Formal-
. , i 94.6 704.3 898 . 9 190.; 1P1.6 372.1 
0.2 gm . Hydra-
zine Sulfate 92.l 817 .2 909.~ S8.o 294.; 382.; 
0 . 2 gm . Potaa-
s ium Iodid.e 13.5 572.8 586.3 9.4 r;o.1 ;9.5 
5 gm . Pine-
apple Leaves 569.1 1270.7 1839.8 ;6;.o 748.o 1313.0 w 
~ 
* 
Thia ia considered a.e the hydrated form which has become unstable with heating. 
••• 
-- --
Table XIII. Effect of reducing agents on soil manganese (Koko Head Soil) 
Exclulngeable Exchangeabl.e Total Inorease in Increase in Increase in 
Treatment manganese Mn after extraoted 1x0Mngeable hydrated · total :Mn ex­
heating* manganese )(n over oheok torm tracted over 
p,p,m, p,p,m, p,p,m, PeP,m, p,p,m, check, u.n,m. 
None o.o 
0.2 gm. 
quinone 
Hydro­
0.5 gm. Stan­
nous Chloride 2.0 
0.5 gm. 
hyde 
Formalde­
0.2 gm. Hydra­
zine Sulfate 
0.2 gm. Pota s­
s ium Iodide 
5 gm. Pine­
apple Leaves 396.2 
218.9 
237.2 
260.7 
398., 
29;.o 
381.7 
218.9 
239.2 
282.0 
403.7 
309.1 
777.9 
313,8 
2.0 
· 21.3 
14.1 
396.2 
62.4 
41.8 
179.6 
76.1 
162.8 
376.2 
184.8 
90.2 
559.0 
I\) * This is considered as the hydra ted form which has become unstable with hea ting . 
-- -- --
Table XIV. Effect of reducing agents o~ so.11 manganese (Uanoa Soil) 
Exchangeable Exchangeable Total Ir\orease In Increase In Increase in 
Treatment manganese Mn after · extracted exchangeable . hydrated total Mn ex• 
heating* manganese IDt , over check form tr"cted over 
IIP,n_,m, p,p,m, R,P,m, . p 1n 1m1 check, p,o,m. 
None 
o.; gm. Hydro­
quinone 
0.5' gm. Stan­
nous Chloride 
0.5 gm. formal­
dehyde 
o.; gm . Hydra ­
zine Sulfate 
0.5 gm. -Potas­
s iUJ.'11 Iod ide 
333.1 
421.8 
364.2 
144.9 432.8 
444.0 460.0 
1119.8 
371.2 
577.7 
904.0 
694.4 
141.3 
440.4 
121.4 
88.7 
31.1 
126.9 
783.1 
241.0 
576.3 
225.1 
10 gin. Pine­
a pple Leaves 327.0 451.4 778.4 323.4 441.7 l,u 
-------------------------------------------w* Thi s is considered as the hydrated form which has become unstable with heating. 
'DI~CUSSION AW") CONCWSION 
It was shown in the exn P-riment al r ~aults t hat the 
leTel of exchan eable manganes e fflle decreased in the soil , 
and the a._~ount of nlant u~take of man~qneee was decreased 
by the an~l1cat1on of lime and dolomite to t he soil. It 
is belieTed by ~h erms.n a nd Harmer (35'), Leeper (23), and 
others that the fixation of manganese is brouf;?ht about by 
the oxidation of ma?l._~nous manganese to higher s tates of 
oxidation. Shel"fflan and Harmer (i ;) also observed that neu-
ij tral and alkaline oonditione favor the formation of manga.nic 
manganese and acid conditions of manganous man~ nese. 
When ~ manganou s salt is di eeolved in water , no 
oxidation of the manganous ion t akes -place and t he solution 
remains stabl~ indef initely i f no oxidizing agent is added 
to t h e solution. Oxygen i n thP. a i r anparently does not 
oxidize the manFl:anous · ion in a water s olution. The same 
holds t1"tle for an aeidio s olution of a man~ nous aalt . 
Nichols and Walton (13) in thei r s tudy of the autoxi dation 
of ·manganous hydroxi de added s odium hvdroxi de and other 
bases to a solution of a manganous salt a nc~ amm.onium 
chloride. The ammonium chlor i de was nreaent i n t he solution 
to -prevent t he -pr eeinita tion of man11:anous hydr oxi de. They 
noticed t hat th~ oxi dation of t h e man~anous hyiroxi de by 
oxygen pr oc eeded slowly a t f irs t and incr eas ed in 
reaction ra t e l a t er when t he h i~her oxi des ~r ecini tated . 
They wer e abl e t o establ i sh th<'t t the nres ence of' ce!'ta i n 
finel y divided subs t ances i n the renct i n~ ~enium 
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accelerated t he r eaction r a te. They attributed t h i c to a 
surface ca talytic effect. Mellor (30 ) in hie comprehensive 
review shows t hat when a base i s added to a s ol u tion of a 
manganous salt, man.ganous hydroxide fo rms as a white 
gelatinous precipitate. The fine state of subdivis ion of 
the manganoue hydroxide f'avors its r apid oxidation to the 
hydrated dioxide form. ·The conclus ions to be·drawn from 
these studies are t.hat the oxidation of the manganous ion 
by oxygen can take pl ace in a basic medium a_nd that the 
presence of' certa in f'l.nely difl.ded substances will cata.-
•• ~· ,1f1 l7tlcall.y increa ·e the rate of oxidation. 
Lime and dolomite, when added to the ~oil, raise t he 
pH of t h e soil, a nd bring a bout the conditions t hat f avor 
the oxidation of nanaaneee. The rate of oxi dation proc eeds 
rapidly beoa.ue e soil consists cf .finely divided particles . 
wh i ch will a.ecelera te the rat e of r eaction. At t he same 
time. lime a nd dolomite will increase t he hydroxyl ion 
concentration to a '?Oint where t he s olubility pr oduct of 
manganous hydroxide ia exceeded. When ~he s olubility 
product i e exceeded • manganous hydroxide pr ecini t a t es in 
a finely divided sta te whi ch will f avor i ts rapi d oxida­
tion. In t.hi s way doeo fixation of man ~aneae t a ke pL1ce 
when lime or dolomi t e is added t o the s oil. 
W"han s ulfur wa s adde d to t he s oil. 1 t was shown tha t 
t he exchangea'bl e ma nganes e e onte:nt wa s inc reas ed . It wus 
aho ·m a l s o that t he , 10.nt m;, take of man1??tn eae i' s i nc r eased . 
·,: a'ksman ( 42) h .:1.s '0ho,.-·n t ha t r;hen ::m l f u:r i s added to s o i l n . 
the sul:fur is rapidly oxidized principally by "biological 
processes to sul:furic acid . The overall reaction is shown 
in the following chemical equation, 
SUlturic acid would natural.ly lower t he pH of the soil . 
and bring about the ·conditions f'or the reduction of the 
higher oxides of manganese as has been stated previous l y . 
The reduction of the higher oxides of manganese woul.d 
make manganese more &Tail.able .in the soil. 
It has been shOWD that the addition of organic matter 
with a high carbon- nitrogen ratio will increase the availa­
bility of manganese in soil. Organic matter with a high 
carbon-nitrogen ratio contains large amounts of easily 
oxidizable substances such a s starch and sugar. When 
these substances are added to the soil in the form of 
residual plant parts . biologica l oxida tion o:f t he organic 
matter takes place wi th the formation of carbon dioxide • 
. Leeper (23) sta t es. "Biologica l reduction ca n t ake place 
:if at any pH value if t h e oxygen tension i s low, when the 
~.;); 
'.1? 
~ anaerobic bacteria use the h i gher ox ides as a source of' ~~ 
J:·'., oxYgen. 
" 
Reduction of' the h i srller oxides takes pl ace when 
t he biological oxidation of or ~anic matter proceeds a t a 
ra:pid enough r a te that t he a ir cannot sup-ol y oxygen in 
adequate amounts . When thi s occurs , r educ tion of t he 
h i ~her oxi des t ak es pl a ce to suppl y the n~eded oxygen . 
Thi s l eads to a n increase i n the ava ilabl e man~anese . 
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The experimental results show that reducing agents 
increase the exchangeable manganese and the hydrated form 
of manganese. The reduction by the various reducing agents 
is a straightforward chemical reduction and ·sha.11 not be dia­
cuesed._ The hypothesis of the hydrated form of manganese 
oxide and. the release of' available ma.nganE>se by dehydration 
is a new concept. which was proposed by Jlujimoto and Sherman 
(6) as a possible explanation tor their experimental 
f"indinge •. 
Thfs · postulat.e states that a certain portion or the 
ma.ttganeee ; in the solr exieta as -a complex. hydrated oxide 
of" the following typet 
' 
" 
When the water of hydration i s split off• the rest of the Imolecule becomes unstable and breaks up into its component 
parts--the manganous oxid~ end the manganese dioxide. 
The ma.nganous oxide then becomes available for absorption 
by plants. The reaction can be represented by the follow­
ing chemical equation, 
I
., 
::,} 
The proponents of this concept a lso suggest that this 
reaction may be revers ible. 
Nichols and Walton (33) showed that when manganoua 
~~' hydroxide was oxidized by oxygen in a basic medium, com-
'i'· plete oxidation to the diox ide sta te was not possible under 
their experimental conditions. They f ound that the final 
volume of' oxygen absorbed varied from 67 to 83 percent of 
the volume theoretically required for the formatio n of 
manganese dioxide. Veyer and Nerlich (31) found in their 
work that the volume of oxygen absorbed varied between 
81 and 94 percent of the a.~ount corr esponding to the 
formation of manganes e dioxide. Herman and Lievin (11) 
;..;, 
,., were unable to observe an absorption of' more than 82 per-
cent of the theoretical volume ~f oxygen necessary for 
the fonnation of' manganese dioxide. Nichols and Walton 
concluded that the higher oxides of manganese exist in 
the following formsr 
Naftel (32) showed that Mn2o3 exists in the soil. If 
these comnounds are put in a form comparable t o the form 
that is used by the writer of t h i s paper, the oxides would 
take the following forms1 
(ttnO) 2 (Mno2 ), (YnO) (u no2 ), Mn02 
In their ex~lanation of the mecha ni sm of the reactions , 
Nichols and Walton (33 ) pres en t ed t wo poss i bl e waya in which 
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the reactions could t ake place. One of the mechani sms would 
entail a step by ateu reaction. in which the manganese would 
be oxidized to the next higher sta te of oxida tion to the 
next and so on. The :following chemical equations illustrate 
the various reactionss 
6 lln(OH) 2 ~ 2 Mn + 6 H20+ o2 3o4 
4 Mn304 + 02 ~ 6 Mn203 
2 Vn203 . + 02 ::;::::=: 4 Mn02 
The second mechanism shows that a certain portion of the 
. 
manganese is oxidized to the dioxide form. :followed by the 
forma tion of addition-like compounds without any further 
oxidation. 
+ lln++ H2~ ~ Mn203 + 2 H+ 
++ +
+ Mn H20~ Mn304 + 2 H 
Nichols and Walton are inclined to feel tha t t he second 
mechanism explains their experimenta l results more adequa tely 
than the :first. If the second mechanism of reaction is 
assumed as the cor rect reaction, then there i s some conf irm­
atory evidence sup-oorting the conceµt introduced by Fujimot 
and Sherman (6). This can be v i sualized more clearly i f UH~ 
equations of the reactions are modifi ed and only oxygen and 
manganous hydroxide are used as th e reactants, instead of 
the usa ,,e of the manganous ion and \"Ja ter in addition to th e 
other reactants. 
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l!n02 + lin(OH) 2 (r.fnO)(Yn02}(H2o) 
('M:nO)(Jin02 )(H2o) + Un(OH)2 :::=_~ ( !n0)2(Mn02HH20) 2 
The products of t he second and third chemica l eq_uat!ons 
a~proximate the hydrated oxide of Fujimoto and Sherman, 
w.1th the exception that the subscripts are definite numbers. 
judging from all the observable data. there a nparently 
exist three basic forms of manganese in the soil from the 
standpoint of availability to the plant. The manganous ion 
f~\ or the manganoue oxide is readily available to pl ants. The 
hydrated form is . not readily available but becomeo available 
with changes in physical conditions in the soil, eopecially 
changes in temperature and water content. The thi r d ia the 
difficultly available :form. the manganese diox ide , which 
becomes available only after drastic changes in t he s oi l. 
The relationship between the three forms c an be ehown in 
t he following representation: 
lmO 
-
-
Leeper (21) proposed a similar rel a tionshi p baaed upon 
the ·degree of reac tivity to certain mild reducinr, ,1.gents . 
He claaaified the manganese into the manganoua m;1.n~aneae , 
the colloidal hydrated mang~nese dioxi de , which 1o eneily 
reducible, and the i ner t manr-anes e dioxide. He h:.i; a aug~eatrid 
a new hypot hesi s in which the v~ rious f orms of zoil r'lunw1n '3no 
. ~ ' 
{
•, 
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would exist in an equilibrium which can be expressed by 
the f'ollowing equations 
llanganous manganese= Colloidal hydrated Mn02 ~Inert Mn02 
Thie relationship is essentially similar to the rela­
tionship proposed by the author. The only dif :ferencebetween 
the two is the state o:f oxidation of the hydrated form as 
proposed by this writer and the state of oxida tion o:f 
kt Leeper•s colloidal hydrated m.anganese dioxide. In a later 
ti 
~;,,\", paper.. Leeper (23) speaks of' the ma_nganic oxides or the 
higher oxides which include lln2o3• Kn304, and lln02• Re 
states that a certain portion o:f the manganic oxide is 
easily reducible and the rest of the manganic oxide is 
inert. With t he recent modification introducted by Leeper, 
there seems to be no ess entia l difference between the t wo 
propositions. except that both are set up on di f ferent 
criteria. 
With the fo r egoing considerations , it seems poss ible 
now to introduce a new hypothesis on the manganese cycle 
in the soil . The following figure (Figure I) is a gra:,hic 
representation of the writer's concept of the actual 
behavior of the various forms of manc:a nese in t he soil. 
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~(i
~, Figure I. The man~a neee cycle in soil
~'i 
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In the soil, there a re two processes in motion which 
influence the availability of manganese. The first is the 
oxidation-reduction urocess, and the s econd is the hydra­
tion-dehydration process of the manganese oxide in the 
soil. The oxida tion-reduction system determines the rela­
tive amounts of manganous oxide and manganese dioxide. Th is 
can be readily seen in t he upper horizonta l part of the 
illustration. When there is free manganous oxide, manga­
nese dioxide, and water ? res ent in the soil, addition and 
hydration of the oxides will take place with the formation 
·-· ..
~i of a complex hydrated manganese oxide• as shown in the lower 
"'to'"' ':ts 
portion of the illustration. From all indications . this 
form of oxide is stable when moi s ture i s present in t he 
soil and when the temperature i s low. When the soil 
becomes dry and the soil tempera ture rises, this form of 
oxide breaks up into it s comnonent -parts. The component 
parts can then come under t,he influence of either one of 
the t wo pro{;esdes , or one of the components (manganous 
oxide) may be t aken up by pl ants. In this way i s t he 
manganese cycle in t he soil realized. 
The manganese cycle a s illustrated can be utilized 
fo r the purpose of understandi ng how to i nf luence the man­
ganese status in s oils . The ~oint where control can be 
most effectively u eed is a t t he oxida tion-reduction por­
tion . I n Hawaii, becaus e of t he h i gh manqanese content 
in t h e s oil, the a i m would na t urally be to r educe the 
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availability of manganese. This can be done by bringing 
about conditions that would allow the oxidation of manga­
nese to talce place more readily. To d o this lime, dol omite, 
or any other soil treatment tha t would raise the pH of the 
soil can be added. On the other hand, acid forming sub­
stances and reducing agents should not be a pplied to 
manganiferous soils. Organic matter, especially those with 
a high carbon-nitrogen ratio, should not be a pplied and 
intimately mixed with the soil. If reducing agents are 
kept out of the soil. and the pH or the soil i s raised, 
the manganous form of manganese will ~apidly be oxidized 
to the dioxide f'orm in which form it is not available to 
plants. At the eame time any manganous oxide, r eleased 
by the dehydration of the complex hydrated oxide, will be 
oxidized to the dioxide form. In this way even the poten­
tially available form (hydrated oxide) will be reduced in 
the soil. 
There is another point at which control of the availa ­
bility of manganese can be exercised. This can be done by 
influencing the hydration or dehydration of the manganese 
· oxides. In the field. rainfall and tempera ture cannot be 
controlled. However, the dPgree of wetness and the soil 
temperature can be influenced to a certain ex tent. Surface 
mulching will influence the noil temperature and the r ,lte 
of evaporation of moisture f rom the soil. Irriga tion also 
will change the mois ture relations in t he soil. 'hen t he 
soil i s kept mois t and cool, hydr a tion ot the manganese 
I-
·,
, 
:f 
"' 
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oxide will take place. Tbis will lead to a lower 
availability of manganese. 
In agricultural praetices • . complete control of the 
availability of manganese cannot be expected. However. 
the judicious use . of the hy~othesis of the manganese cycle 
in soils and the methods of influencing the manganese 
cycle may prove highly profitable. 
A study was made of the effect of various chemical 
treatments upon the fixation and release of manganese in 
Hawaiian soils. The results may be summarized as follows: 
1. Appli·ca tion of lime and dolomite resulted in the 
fixation of manganese in.th e soil. Plant up t ake 
of manganese was decreased oy the treatment of 
£;J011 with lime or dolomite. 
2. Sulfur, •hen a-pplied to soils, increased the 
exchangeable manganese, and increased the 
absorption of man?a nese by pl ants. 
3. Addition of organic matter (sugar , suga r cane 
leaves, and pineapple leaves) to the soil r esulted 
in an increase in exchangeable manganese and -plant 
abs orption of manr·anese. 
4. Chemical reducint, agen t s increased the leve l of' 
exchangeable and hydra ted forms of manganese. 
5. A new hypothesis on the mnnc;anese c jrcle in soi l s 
1 
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ie presented. The manganese cycle is based upon 
the oxidation-reduction system and the hydration­
dehydration· syetem in soils • 
. . 
' . " t..:... 
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